


For the presentation I will 
just focus on the AN vs 

Non-clinical Comparison













Subset of studies …
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I added the blue line, which is not affected by the outlier, 
and tells a different story regarding publication bias



AN vs 
Control







 Specify your research question/effect of interest
 Find studies that investigate the effect of interest using 

inclusion/exclusion criteria
 Extract all necessary information from the studies
 Assess the validity of the studies
 Assess risk of publication bias
 Estimate the weighted combined effect size and CI for the effect size
 Explore moderators of the variability in effect sizes
 Interpret the findings



 Imposes strict procedures on the process of summing up research 
findings

 Represents findings in a more sophisticated manner than 
conventional reviews

 Capable of finding relationships across studies that are obscured in 
other approaches or without amalgamation

 Capable of detecting moderators of effects

 Can handle a large numbers of studies, which would be difficult in a 
qualitative review



 Requires a lot of effort!

 Mechanical aspects don’t lend themselves to capturing more 
qualitative distinctions between studies

 “Apples and oranges”
◦ Comparability of studies is often in the “eye of the beholder”

 Most meta-analyses include “blemished” studies

 Selection bias possesses continual threat
◦ E.g., Null finding studies are hard to find



 Meta-analysis is a valuable tool for combining results (effect 
sizes) from multiple studies and providing a sense of the 
overall magnitude of the effect

 Researchers in Psychology are slowly warming up to the value 
of meta-analyses, and it is important that we are now familiar 
with meta-analyses in our fields
◦ And conduct them when they are missing!
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